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We prove the equivalence between flatness of a complex algebraic map to a
smooth variety of dimension n and torsion freeness of its nth fibered power, under
the assumption that the source space is of pure dimension. This generalizes the
corresponding result for finite maps due to Auslander and proves a conjecture of
Vasconcelos for a large class of objects. We develop several constructions in local
analytic geometry and commutative algebra useful for our proof.  2000 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT
The simplest examples of non-flat complex algebraic maps f : X Y are
those which have ertical components, i.e., isolated or embedded compo-
Žnents of X which are mapped to a set with empty interior in Y Y being
.reduced . Most of the time non-flatness occurs because of more subtle
reasons, but in this paper we show quite precisely how non-flatness
phenomena can be amplified using fibred powers to eventually produce
vertical components. By a complex algebraic map, we mean a morphism
which is locally of finite type, between schemes which are locally of finite
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type over . As special cases this includes maps in the affine or quasipro-
jective categories, allowing for non-reduced objects as fibred products. Our
main result is:
THEOREM 1.1. Let f : X Y be a complex algebraic map. Suppose that X
and Y are reduced, that X is of pure dimension, and that Y is smooth. Let
n dim Y. Then the following conditions are equialent:
 f is flat,
 the canonical map
X . . . X  Y 
Y Y  
n times
Ž .has no isolated or embedded ertical components.
Translated into commutative algebra, our theorem says that if we are
given a finitely generated regular -algebra R of dimension n and a
finitely generated R-algebra A, equidimensional over , then A is R-flat
iff the nth tensor power A . . . A is R-torsion free.R R
 It is in a similar algebraic setup that Vasconcelos 16, 17 conjectured
Ž .the above statement without the equidimensionality assumption and
Ž .proved it in the case dim R 2 dim Y 2 . Almost 40 years ago, Auslan-
 der 1, Theorem 3.2 established the corresponding result for finite maps
Ž .i.e., A is a finitely generated R-module . A less powerful result appeared
 in 12 : flatness is equivalent to the torsion freeness of all fibred powers. A
 somewhat parallel result can be found in 13 : the openness of f is
Ž .equivalent to the absence of isolated but perhaps not embedded vertical
components in the nth fibred power.
The purpose of proving Theorem 1.1 is twofold. First of all, we wish to
contribute to a better geometric understanding of flatness, together with
Ž  .classical and recent papers on the matter see e.g. 3, 4, 8, 10, 11 . Second,
at least for affine algebraic maps, our result is interesting from an
Ž    .algorithmic point of view see e.g. 5 and 3 as it establishes a link
between flatness and primary decomposition via the simple algorithmic
construction of the nth tensor power.
 Auslander’s proof 1 relies on properties, specific to finitely generated
modules, which are no longer true in our setup. Nevertheness, we will
follow parts of the general pattern of that proof.
ŽOur theorem remains valid in the local analytic category in a suitable
. Ž .wording and we will state and prove it that way Theorem 6.1 . This allows
us to develop algebraic and transcendentalgeometric tools. For induction
Ž .purposes, we will deal not only with rings local rings of analytic spaces
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but also with a type of module that we call ‘‘almost finitely generated.’’ We
show that the ‘‘flat dimension’’ of these modules behaves much like the
projective dimension of finitely generated modules and extend some of
Auslander’s results on the vanishing of Tor functors. In the geometric part,
for an element of an almost finitely generated module, we construct its
‘‘support’’ which is a ‘‘hypergerm,’’ i.e., a family of germs of sets, directed
by the ‘‘ ’’ relation. Such a support, whose construction is transcendental,
enjoys many invariance properties and provides a finer geometric substi-
tute to torsion. In particular, it allows us to overcome the fact that for
RŽ .non-finitely generated modules M and N, Tor M, N is not necessarily ai
torsion R-module. Armed with these tools we proceed with our proof.ˆThroughout the paper,  will denote analytic tensor products and Tor
the corresponding derived functors. We will use germs of analytic spaces,
analytic sets, and analytic maps but also germs of arbitrary subsets of
Ž  .analytic spaces see e.g. 15 . This makes sense, even taking germs at
points not belonging to those subsets.
2. ALMOST FINITELY GENERATED MODULES AND
FLAT DIMENSION
Ž .  4Let t t , . . . , t be variables and let R t denote the ring of1 n
convergent power series over  in the variables t. The results of this
section and the following one remain valid if we replace the ring of
convergent power series by the ring of formal power series. In what
follows, m will always denote the maximal ideal of R. By a local analytic
 4R-algebra, we mean a ring A of the type A t, x I, where x
Ž .  4x , . . . , x are new variables and I is an ideal in  t, x . We will be1 s
interested in R-modules M which are also finitely generated A modules,
for some local analytic R-algebra A. For the lack of a classical name, we
call such modules almost finitely generated R-modules.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M be an almost finitely generated R-module. Then
the following properties hold.
1. If Mm M, then M 0.
2. The set of zero diisors of M in R is a finite union of prime ideals.
3. If eery element of m is a zero diisor of M, then there exists an
Ž .element m	M such that mAnn m .R
Sketch of the Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let A be a local analytic
R-algebra, such that M is a finitely generated A-module. Assertion 1
follows from Nakayama’s lemma applied to M over A. To establish
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Assertion 2, note that the set of zero divisors of M in R is the sum of the
contractions to R of the associated primes of M in A. Finally, Assertion 3
follows from Assertion 2, the prime avoidance theorem, and the above
remark on associated primes.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let M and N be almost finitely generated R-modules.
Then the following properties hold.
1. There exists a local analytic R-algebra A, which is a regular local ring
which is R-flat and such that M and N are finitely generated A-modules.
ˆ2. M N is almost finitely generated.R RŽ .3. The modules Tor M, N are almost finitely generated. More pre-i
cisely, for A as in Assertion 1,
 ˆR A A ˆ ˆRTor M , N  Tor M A , A N .Ž .i i ž /R R
  R RŽ . Ž .4. Tor is rigid, i.e., if Tor M, N  0, then Tor M, N  0 for alli i0
i
 i .0
Sketch of Proof of Proposition 2.2. Let A and B be local analytic
Ž . ŽR-algebras, such that M resp., N is a finitely generated A-module resp.,
.  4  4B-module . If A t, x I and B t, y J, then one can replace
 4both A and B by  t, x, y . This shows Assertion 1. The second assertion
follows from the formula
ˆ ˆ ˆM N M B A N .ž / ž /R R RˆAB
R
To show the third assertion, choose A as in 1. Let F be an A-free
resolution of M. Since A is R-flat, F is also an R-flat resolution of M,RŽ .and hence Tor M, N can be calculated as the cohomology of thei
ˆcomplex F N. According to the proof of Assertion 2, this is the sameR
as the cohomology of the complex
ˆ ˆF A A N .ž / ž /R RˆAA
R
ˆ ˆ ˆNow, since A is R-flat, F A is an A A-flat resolution of M A.R R R
Piecing this together yields the result.
 4To prove rigidity, note that in Assertion 3 we may choose A to be  t, x
ˆ  4and then A A t, x, x , where x is another set of n variables.R
ˆIn particular, A A is a regular local ring. The assertion then followsR
from the formula in Assertion 3, together with Auslander’s rigidity theo-
rem for finitely generated modules over a regular local ring 1, Theorem
2.1 .
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LEMMA 2.3. Let A be a local analytic R-algebra. Suppose that we are
Žgien a short exact sequence of finitely generated A-modules i.e., with A-linear
.homomorphisms ,
0M M M  0,1 2 3
and an almost finitely generated R-module N. Then, there exists a local
analytic R-algebra B, with the following properties.
RŽ .1. All modules Tor M , N are finitely generated B-modules.ji
2. The R-linear homomorphisms in the long exact sequence ofRŽ .Tor M , N are B-linear.ji
The proof is similar to that of Proposition 2.2.
As usual, an M-sequence means a sequence r , . . . , r 	m, such that r1 p i
Ž .is not a zero divisor in M r , . . . , r M for all i.1 i1
LEMMA 2.4. If M is an almost finitely generated R module, then all
maximal M-sequences are of the same length. We call that length the depth of
Ž .M and denote it depth M .
The classical proof of NorthcottRees for finitely generated modules
Ž  .see, e.g., 14, VI, Proposition 3.1 carries over to this case, as the only
properties of finitely generated modules used in that proof are among
those established in Proposition 2.1 for almost finitely generated modules.
DEFINITION 2.5. The flat dimension of an R-module M is defined as
Žthe minimal length of a flat resolution of M i.e., a resolution by R-flat
. Ž .modules . It is denoted by fd M .
LEMMA 2.6. If M is an almost finitely generated R-module, then
RŽ . Ž .1. fd M is equal to the biggest index i such that Tor M, N isi
nonzero for some N.
2. In Definition 2.5 it is enough to take into account resolutions by flat
almost finitely generated modules.
Proof. We will prove the two assertions simultaneously. Let A be as in
Proposition 2.2, i.e., such that M is a finitely generated A-module and A
Ž .is R-flat. Let F be an A-free and hence R-flat resolution of M. Now,
the above lemma is an easy consequence of the following well-known
characterization of flatness which applies in the case of almost finitelyRŽ . Ž generated modules: M is R-flat iff Tor M, Rm  0 see e.g. 10,1
.Section 6, Proposition 2 . Indeed, the lemma follows from the above
characterization applied to the kernels of maps appearing in the resolution
F.
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The flat dimension verifies the following AuslanderBuchsbaum-type
 4formula. Recall that we have assumed once and for all that R t with
Ž .t t , . . . , t .1 n
THEOREM 2.7. If M is an almost finitely generated R-module, then
fd M  depth M  n.Ž . Ž .
Note about the Proof of Theorem 2.7. The proof can be adapted from
the proof of the usual AuslanderBuchsbaum equality for finitely gener-
ated modules; for example, from the one presented in 14, Chapter VII,
Proposition 1.12 . This is left to the reader, with the following two
comments.
   First, the proof in 14 relies on a lemma 14, VII, Lemma 1.13 which
states that if r	 R is not a zero divisor of a finitely generated R-module
Ž .M, then M is R-free if and only if MrM is R r -free. If we replace
‘‘free’’ by ‘‘flat,’’ then this lemma remains true if M is an almost finitely
Ž  .generated R-module see e.g. 10, Section 6, Proposition 7 .
Second, the following lemma allows us to perform induction on the
dimension of R without leaving the rings of power series over  and in
particular making the statement for n 0 trivial.
LEMMA 2.8. Let M be an almost finitely generated R module. Suppose
that there exists an element of m which is not a zero diisor of M. Then, there
exists a -linear combination of the ariables t , . . . , t which is not a zero1 n
diisor of M.
Proof of Lemma 2.8. Suppose that the required linear combination
does not exist. This means that the -linear space L t   t1 n
consists entirely of zero divisors of M. Thus, by Assertion 2 of our
Proposition 2.1, it is contained in the set-theoretic sum of primes giving
the set of zero divisors. As the primes are also -vector spaces, L must be
contained in one such prime P. therefore t , . . . , t 	 P and hence m P.1 n
This means in particular that m consists only of zero divisors of M,
contrary to our assumption.
COROLLARY 2.9. If M is a torsion-free, almost finitely generated R-module
Ž .then fd M  n 1.
Indeed, a torsion-free module has depth of at least one.
Armed with Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, Lemma 2.3, the notion of flat
dimension, and Theorem 2.7, we can rewrite Section 1 of Auslander’s
 paper 1 , replacing ‘‘finitely generated’’ by ‘‘almost finitely generated,’’
‘‘free’’ by ‘‘flat,’’ ‘‘homological dimension’’ by ‘‘flat dimension,’’ and re-
Žstricting ourselves to rings of power series over  note also that ‘‘depth’’ is
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 .called ‘‘codimension’’ in 1 . Indeed, we have established all of the
properties needed and the rewriting is purely formal.
In particular, we obtain the following generalization of Corollary 1.3 of
 1 .
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let M and N be almost finitely generated R-modules.R ˆŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .If Tor M, N  0 for all i
 1, then fd M  fd N  fd M N .Ri
 The subsequent sections of Auslander’s paper 1 cannot however be
automatically rewritten, since they make use of additional properties of
finitely generated modules. These include the possibility of embedding
a torsion-free finitely generated module in a flat finitely generated mod-
ule and the fact that the Tor modules are torsion modules. In the next
two sections, we will introduce some constructions to overcome these
difficulties.
3. HYPERGERMS AND SUPPORTS
To develop finer geometric substitutes to torsion, we work in the
 complex analytic category. To the unfamiliar reader, we suggest 6 as an
 introduction to complex analytic spaces and 15 as an introduction to
reduced complex analytic spaces. All the notions used in this paper can be
found in these references. Not being able to recall all of the necessary
definitions from analytic geometry, we restrict ourselves to a few hints for
the reader who has some understanding of algebraic geometry. The
definition of a complex analytic space is similar to the definition of a
scheme, in that both can be covered by open sets, on which they resemble
local models from a given class. A local model in the case of complex
analytic geometry consists of two objects:
Ž Ž . Ž .1. a complex analytic set i.e., a set defined by f x    f x 1 s
0, where f , . . . , f are analytic functions on some euclidean-open subset U1 s
.of a complex affine space , together with its Euclidean topology,
Ž .2. the sheaf O  f , . . . , f restricted to the analytic set, where OU 1 s U
is the sheaf of holomorphic functions on U.
In particular, germs of complex analytic spaces are defined and are in
one-to-one correspondence with quotients of rings of convergent power
series over the field of complex numbers.
Ž .  4As in the previous section, let t t , . . . , t be variables, let R t ,1 n
and let A be a local analytic R-algebra. By Specan A, we will denote the
unique germ of an analytic space X , with A O . If we denote Y  X 
Specan R, then the R-algebra structure of A corresponds to a germ of an
analytic map f : X  Y .  
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Further, let M be a finitely generated A-module and let m	M. the
purpose of this section is to define the support of m in Y and establish its
properties which will be used in the proof of Theorem 6.1. The property of
having support with empty interior mimics the notion of being a torsion
element.
In general, the image of a germ of an analytic space by a germ of an
Ž .analytic map is not a well-defined germ think of a germ of a blowup map .
So, we first introduce the notion of a hypergerm in a germ X of an
analytic space X at a point  .
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a germ of an analytic space. A pre-hyper-
 4 Ž .germ in X is a family Z of not necessarily locally analytic germs of  
sets Z X , on which the inverse inclusion relation ‘‘ ’’ satisfies the 
MooreSmith property: for every two germs Z1, Z2 , there exists a third 
germ Z3 such that Z1  Z3 and Z2  Z3.    
 4   4Two pre-hypergerms Z and W are said to be equivalent iff for   
every Z there exists a W  such that ZW  and symmetrically; for   
every W  there exists a Z such that W  Z.   
DEFINITION 3.2. A hypergerm  in X is the equivalence class of a 
prehypergerm in X in the above equivalence relation.
ŽAny germ is a hypergerm in an evident way as the equivalence class of a
.one-element family . The advantage of hypergerms over germs is that one
can define the image of a hypergerm as a hypergerm. Indeed, let f : X  
Y be a germ of an analytic map. Let  be a hypergerm in X . To define  
Ž .a hypergerm f  in Y we need to consider representatives X, Y, and f :  
 4X Y of X , Y , and f ; a fundamental system of neighbourhoods U    
  4of  in X ; and a pre-hypergerm Z -representative of  . Furthermore,  
˜ for each  , let Z be a representative of Z .
Ž .DEFINITION 3.3. The image f  is defined as the hypergerm repre- 
˜Ž Ž .. 4sented by the pre-hypergerm f U  Z .  Ž ,  .
It is a simple exercise to prove that the above definition is independent
of all the choices made. The same goes for the definition below.
 4   4DEFINITION 3.4. Let  and 	 be hypergerms and Z and W     
their respective representatives. We will write
 	 
iff every Z contains some W . 
DEFINITION 3.5. With the notations stated at the beginning of this
Ž .section, we define supp m as a hypergerm in Y as follows. Let Z  X  
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Ž . Ž .be the zero-set germ of the annihilator ideal Ann m . Let supp m be theA
Ž .image hypergerm f Z  Y .  
Ž . Ž .We remark that supp m is contained in but generally not equal to the
Ž . Ž .zero set germ of Ann m . Below, we show that supp m depends onlyR
on the R-module structure of M. This will be used tacitly in further rea-
soning.
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.6. The hypergerm supp m is independent of the choice
of A.
Ž .For the purpose of the proof, we shall denote by supp m the supportA
defined using A. As a first step towards the proof of Proposition 3.6, we
prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.7. If M is a finitely generated A-module and also a finitely
Ž . Ž .generated R-module and m	M, then supp m  supp m . In particular,A R
Ž . Ž .in this case supp m is equal to the zero-set germ of Ann m .A R
Ž .Proof of Lemma 3.7. Let IAnn m and let Z be the zero set germA 
Ž .of I. The natural monomorphism multiplication by m AIM makes
AI into an A-submodule of M and hence into an R-submodule of M.
Thus, AI is a finitely generated R-module so the germ of the restriction
 Žf : Z  Y is a finite map. Thus, by the Remmert Rank Theorem seeZ  
 .e.g. 15 its image hypergerm is actually a germ of a locally analytic set and
is given as the zero set germ of the inverse image of I by the map R A.
Ž .As this last ideal is simply Ann m , the lemma is proved.R
Proof of Proposition 3.6. We have to show that if we are given two
locally analytic R-algebras A and B and if our R-module M is at the same
time a finitely generated A-module and a finitely generated B-module,
Ž . Ž .then supp m  supp m .A B
ˆBut M is a finitely generated A B-module and so the proof will beR
Ž . Ž . Žfinished if we show that supp m  supp m and symmetrically forˆA A BR
Ž .. Žsupp m . This equality of supports follows from Lemma 3.7 with R andB
ˆ .A replaced by A and A B .R
Remark 3.8. Let A be a locally analytic R-algebra and 
: MN a
Ž .monomorphism of finitely generated A-modules. Then supp m 
Ž Ž ..supp 
 m .
Ž . Ž Ž ..The remark follows directly from the fact that Ann m Ann 
 m .A A
LEMMA 3.9. Let : A B be a monomorphism of local analytic R-alge-
Ž . Ž Ž ..bras and m	 A. Then supp m  supp  m .
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Proof. The map Specan B Specan R factors through Specan A. The
Ž Ž ..image of the zero-set germ of Ann  m in Specan A is contained inB
1 Ž Ž Ž ... Ž .the zero-set germ of  Ann  m Ann m . This gives the result.B A
4. VERTICAL COMPONENTS
To treat vertical components of germs of analytic maps we need the
following notion of an empty interior for hypergerms.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let  be a hypergerm in Y . We say that  has an  
empty interior iff at least one of the germs in a representative pre-hyper-
Ž .germ and hence in all representative pre-hypergerms of  has an empty
interior in Y .
DEFINITION 4.2. Let f : X  Y be a germ of an analytic mapping. A  
Ž .component isolated or embedded Z of X is called a ertical component 
Ž .of f iff the hypergerm f Z has empty interior in Y .  
Elementary considerations on primary decompositions lead to the fol-
lowing lemma.
LEMMA 4.3. The following conditions are equialent:
 f has no ertical components.
 Ž .For eery nonzero element m	 O , the hypergerm supp m has aX
nonempty interior in Y .
The above lemma is a local analytic analogue of the equivalence
between torsion-freeness and ‘‘without vertical components’’ in the alge-
  Ž .braic case. Let us remark that Osgood’s map 9 has only vertical
components but is torsion-free.
We use Lemma 4.3 to extend the property of the absence of vertical
components to almost finitely generated modules.
DEFINITION 4.4. Let M be an almost finitely generated R-module. We
say that M has no vertical components, iff for any m	M, with m 0,
Ž .supp m has nonempty interior in Specan R.
This can of course be rephrased in terms of A-associated primes, if we
want to mention A, but we shall not need it.
PROPOSITION 4.5. If M and N are almost finitely generated R-modules,RŽ . Ž .i 0, and m	 Tor M, N , then the hypergerm supp m has empty interiori
in Specan R.
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Proof of Proposition 4.5. By the proof of Proposition 2.2 we may
 4suppose that M and N are finitely generated A-modules were A t, x .
Taking representatives, we can now extend the germs X  Specan A and
Y  Specan R to analytic spaces X and Y, extending also the map
between the germs to a map f : X Y and extending the modules M and
N to coherent sheaves M and N on X. Consider X X with projectionsY
 and  on X. By Assertion 3 of Proposition 2.2 for any  	 X,1 2

O O  Y Ž X X .. Ž  f y , .Ž  Tor  , N  Tor 
 M ,  N .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .  ,     ,  i     i 1 2
AŽ .We can now also extend the element m	 Tor M, N to a section m of˜i
OX X Ž   . Ž .Ythe coherent sheaf Tor  M , N . Then supp m is just the imagei i 2
Ž .hypergerm of the germ of the usual support of the section m. By a˜
Ž    .theorem of Frisch see 7 or 2, Chapter V, Theorem 4.5 there exists a
set Ý Y, with empty interior in Y, such that for any point Ý and for
1Ž .any  	 f  the stalk M is O -flat. Hence, the support of the  Y , 
1Ž . Ž .section m must be contained in f Ý and thus supp m Ý . In˜ 
Ž .particular, supp m has an empty interior in Y .
LEMMA 4.6. If Y is reduced, then any flat f : X  Y has no ertical   
component.
Proof of Lemma 4.6. Let A O and take m	 A, m 0. We have toX
Ž .show that supp m has a nonempty interior in Y . Extend X and Y to  
analytic spaces X and Y, extending the map f to a flat analytic map
Žf : X Y this is possible by the openness of the set of points of flatness
 .2, Chapter V, Theorem 4.2 . Shrinking X and Y if necessary, extent m to
Ž . Ž .m	 O X . Let S be the usual support of m in X. Now S is the zero˜ ˜X 
Ž . Ž . Ž .set-germ of the ideal Ann m and hence supp m  f S . Now, in XSA  
any neighbourhood of  , one can find a point   such that all nonempty
fibres of the restriction f are of the same dimension in a neighbourhoods
of  . Indeed, to find the set of such points   it is enough to take the
smooth part of the set S and throw away the subset where the rank of f s
Ž  .drops. Now by the Remmert Rank theorem see e.g. 15 , the image
Ž .f S is a germ of an analytic subset of Y. Hence, it must be equal to   
Y , otherwise m would be a torsion element of O over O , which˜f Ž  .   X Y  f Ž  .
is impossible by the flatness of f. In summary, we have shown that in an
arbitrary neighbourhood of  in X, we can find a point  	 S such that
Ž . Ž .f S has a nonempty interior in Y . It is easy to deduce that f S    f Ž  .  
must have a nonempty interior in Y , which is what we had to show.f Ž  .
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5. EQUIDIMENSIONAL MAPSSTRUCTURE AND
HOMOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let X , Y be germs of reduced analytic spaces. As- 
sume that X is of pure dimension and that Y is smooth. Let f : X  Y be    
Ža germ of an equidimensional analytic map i.e., such that all nonempty fibers
.are of dimension dim X  dim Y . Then f factors as  
  
X Z Y ,  
where
 Z is a germ of a smooth analytic space,
  is flat, and
  is finite and torsion-free.
Sketch of Proof of Proposition 5.1. Take an installation of f , i.e., a
factorization
f  pr   , 1
where  is a germ of a locally closed embedding X  Y  s with  0
Ž . s , 0 and pr is the natural projection Y   Y . Such a factor-1  0 
ization is easily obtained for example by embedding first X in an  s and 0
then the graph of f in Y  s .  0
Now, let p: s d be a generic linear projection and consider the
composition
id p prY 1s dX Y  Y  Y .  0  0 
d Ž .Taking Z  Y  ,   pr , and   id  p  , one obtains a  0  1  Y
factorization with the desired properties. In particular, by the equidimen-
sionality assumption and since  is finite, the image by  of any isolated 
Ž . dcomponent of X contains a germ of a neighborhood of , 0 in Y  .  0
Since X is reduced, this implies that  has no vertical components and 
hence that  is torsion free.
LEMMA 5.2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 5.1, consider the
factorization from that proposition. Then, there exists a finitely generated, free
O -module F and an O -linear monomorphism O  F.Z Z X  
Proof of Lemma 5.2. The proof follows directly from the following
well-known lemma.
LEMMA 5.3. Let A be a noetherian integral domain and M a torsion-free,
finitely generated A-module. Then there exists a finitely generated, free A-mod-
ule F and an A-linear monomorphism M F.
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Such a monomorphism is easily constructed by composing the natural
Ž .map M M* *, which is injective in this case, with the dual of a
presentation of M*.
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let X and Y be germs of reduced complex analytic 
spaces. Suppose that X is of pure dimension and that Y is smooth. Let 
f : X  Y be a germ of an equidimensional analytic map. Denote R O   Y
and M O . Let N be an almost finitely generated R-module.Xˆ Ž .If M N has no ertical components as understood in Definition 4.4 ,R
then
RŽ .1. Tor M, N  0 for all i 0,i
ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .2. fd M  fd N  fd M N .R
Proof of Proposition 5.4. Apply Proposition 5.1 and let A O . ByZ
Lemma 5.2, we hae an exact sequence of finitely generated A-modules, where
F is A-free:
0M F FM 0.
In particular, F is R-flat. Tensoring this sequence with N, we get an exact
sequence
R ˆ ˆ ˆ0 Tor FM , N M N FN FA  N 0Ž . Ž .1 R R R
and isomorphisms
 R RTor FM , N Tor M , NŽ . Ž .i1 i
RŽ .for all i 
 1. We now show that Tor FM, N  0. Let m1RŽ . Ž .	 Tor FM, N ; by Proposition 4.5, supp m has an empty interior in Y .1 R ˆŽ .Furthermore, by Lemma 2.3 the monomorphism 
: Tor FM, N M NR1
is a monomorphism of finitely generated B-modules for some local analytic
Ž Ž .. Ž .R-algebra B. By Remark 3.8, supp 
 m is the same as supp m and hence
ˆhas an empty interior. By the assumption on M N, this implies thatR
Ž .
 m  0 and hence that m  0. We hae therefore proed thatRŽ . Ž .Tor FM, N  0. By rigidity Assumption 4 of Proposition 2.2 , we get1 R RŽ . Ž .Tor FM, N  0 for all i
 1, hence Tor M, N  0 for all i
 1. Thei i
second assertion now follows from Proposition 2.10.
6. FLATNESS IN ANALYTIC MAPS
Below we state and prove the main theorem in the local analytic
Ž .category. The algebraic case Theorem 1.1 follows easily by standard
Ž  .faithful flatness arguments as the one detailed in 12 . A completely
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analogous global analytic statement is also true. We do not state it here,
 referring the reader to 12 for a formal definition of global components
Ž .especially embedded components fo analytic spaces. We remark that a
map f : X Y has no vertical components if no germ f : X  Y has  f Ž  .
vertical components.
We will use the following notation. The point
 , . . . , Ž .  
i times
will be denoted by  i4. The fibred power germ
X  X  
Y Y   
i times
will be denoted by X i4 and the canonical map germ X i4  Y will be i4  i4  
denoted by f i4 . The meaning of vertical components for a germ of ani4
analytic map is given in Definition 4.2.
THEOREM 6.1. Let f : X  Y be a germ of a complex analytic map of 
germs of complex analytic spaces. Suppose that X and Y are reduced, that 
X is of pure dimension, and that Y is smooth. Let n dim Y . Then the  
following conditions are equialent:
 f is flat,

n4 n4 Ž .the canonical map f : X  Y has no isolated or embeddedn4 n4  
ertical components.
We begin the proof with the following lemma.
LEMMA 6.2. If f n4 : X n4  Y has no ertical components, then for anyn4 n4  
i n the map f i4 : X i4  Y has no ertical components. i4  i4  
Proof of Lemma 6.2. Let R O and M O . By Lemma 4.3,Y ,  X , 
ˆ n
RM has no vertical components. Fix i n and consider the natural
homomorphism of R-algebras
ˆ ˆ i  n
R RM M ,
m  m m  m  1  1.1 i 1 i
It is injective, since it has a left inverse:
m  m  m m  m m  m .Ž .1 i1 i i1 n 1 n
Therefore, by Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 4.3, f i4 has no vertical components. i4
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Proof of Theorem 6.1. If f is flat, each of its fibred powers is also flat,
hence, by Lemma 4.6, they cannot have vertical components.
Suppose therefore that f n4 has no vertical components. We may alson4
assume that dim Y  0.
First, we prove that f is equidimensional, recalling an argument of
 Kwiecinski and Tworzewski 13, Theorem 3.2 . Since, by Lemma 6.2, f´ 
itself has no vertical components, by the previously cited theorem of Frisch
1Ž .there is a dense open subgerm V  Y such that for U  f V , the    
 n4restriction f is a germ of an equidimensional map. Since f has noU n4  
vertical isolated components, U n4 is dense in X n4 , hencen4 n4 
dim X n4  dim U n4 dim Y  n dim X  dim YŽ .n4 n4    
 n dim X  n 1 .Ž .
However, also because of the lack of vertical isolated components in f n4 ,n4
we have
n1n4 n4 1 1dim X  dim f   dim f   n dim f  .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .n4 n4 ž / ž / 
1Ž . 1Ž .Thus dim f   dim X  n 1 and hence dim f   dim X    
dim Y , which means precisely that f is equidimensional. 
We now prove that f is flat. Let R O , M O . By Lemma 4.3, Y ,  X , ˆ ˆ n  iR RM has no vertical components. For 1 i n, by Lemma 6.2, M has
no vertical components. Thus we can apply Lemma 5.4 inductively to all
ˆ iRNM to get
ˆ n
Rfd M  n fd M .Ž .Ž .
On the other hand, by Corollary 2.9 we have
ˆ n
Rfd M  dim R n.Ž .
Ž . Ž .Therefore n fd M  n and hence fd M  0. In other words, M if R flat
which means that f is flat. This ends the proof of Theorem 6.1.
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